
 

Resolution No. 2014-001 

Requesting that the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) prohibit shooting on BLM-
administered lands along Highway 344, specifically in the vicinity of what is known as 
“Heartbreak Hill”. 
 
WHEREAS; 
 

 the San Pedro Neighborhood Association totally supports any shooting area which does 
not detrimentally affect nearby residents, especially with regards to personal safety, noise 
pollution, and devaluation of personal property; 
 

 the occurrence of shooting at the above mentioned site is growing exponentially, with 
many shooters coming from 40 miles away, and the level of activity approaches that of 
some officially designated ranges with none of the customary controls; 
 

 such shooting is often conducted in a manner that directly endangers residents and 
travellers on Highway 344, including one residence having been struck by a bullet; 
 

 such shooting occurs within a half mile of private property on all sides, and bullets have 
demonstrably gone onto private property;  
 

 it has been demonstrated that BLM is incapable  of controlling the shooters in any way; 
 

 exploding targets have been shot during times of high fire danger and are a fire threat to 
the community; 
 

 there are few safe backstops and most shooting is done against a rocky hillside in the 
general direction of residences, with ricochets occurring; 
 

 considerable, sometimes purposeful, destruction of trees occurs in violation of BLM rules;  
 

 there is incontrovertible evidence of considerable alcohol consumption while shooting; 
 

 the noise from such concentrated shooting is a serious nuisance and has demonstrably 
devalued residents’ private property, making sales of such property very difficult; 
 

 such usage of the land is in direct conflict with the San Pedro Contemporary Community 
Plan; 
 

 said noise is in direct conflict with  the proposed San Pedro Loop Trail (in the works for 
two years) and the nearby 160 acres purchased by Santa Fe County as Open Space; 
 

 the concentrated shooting is contaminating the watershed with lead with none of the 
customary  range remediation activities planned ;  
 

 the shooting has ended all other customary recreational uses of this area and has 
impinged upon residential uses for nearby property owners; 

 
 
NOW, BE IT RESOLVED that the San Pedro Neighborhood Association requests that the BLM 
prohibit shooting on BLM-administered lands along Highway 344, specifically in the vicinity of 
what is known as “Heartbreak Hill”, in order to preserve the safety, quality of life,  and property 
values of our neighborhood. 


